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Abstract
In a sequence of papers in the early 1990’s, Comins, Hassell, and May
investigated Nicholson-Baily dynamics in a spatial implementation with
diffusion. They delineated four types of dynamic behavior: crystalline
lattices, spatial chaos, spirals, and hard-to-start spirals. We revisit their
results with current computational methods, and develop a sampling tech-
nique to estimate the Lyapunov spectrum. We find that spatial chaos,
spirals, and hard-to-start spirals are not separate categories, but part of
a spectrum of behavior. We more thoroughly investigate the crystalline
structures. We show that the Lyapunov sampling method can be used to
find bifurcation curves in parameter space, and demonstrate an interesting
spatial chimera.
Keywords: SPATIAL DYNAMICS, LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS, CHAOS,
NICHOLSON-BAILEY, CHIMERA
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1 Spatial Nicholson-Bailey
1.1 The Model
The Nicholson-Bailey dynamic was introduced to model the interactions be-
tween a host/prey population of size x and a parasite/predator population of
size y, both taken as non-negative real values [8, 9]. Using discrete time t ∈ Z,
the dynamic is defined by:
xt+1 = f(xt, yt) = λxt e−y
t
yt+1 = g(xt, yt) = xt (1− e−yt)
(1)
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The parameter λ is the normalized growth rate, and both populations rapidly
collapse for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. For λ > 1 the system has a single coexistent fixed point
at
x∗ = λ lnλλ−1
y∗ = lnλ
(2)
which is repelling with complex eigenvalues. All positive initial values other than
the fixed point lead to oscillations that increase without bound. The original
biological application is for systems that undergo increasing oscillations leading
to complete collapse ([8, 9]).
Though the individual system is highly unstable, a spatial implementation with
diffusion can produce bounded population dynamics with a wide variety of pat-
terns and behaviors. Specifically, consider a rectangular integer lattice of popu-
lation cells (xm,n, ym,n) for 0 ≤ n ≤ N and 0 ≤ m ≤ M . The Nicholson-Bailey
dynamic is applied to each cell
x˜tm,n = f(x
t
m,n, y
t
m,n)
y˜tm,n = g(x
t
m,n, y
t
m,n)
and followed by diffusion with migration rates µx and µy:
xt+1m,n = (1− µx) x˜tm,n + µx|nbd(m,n)|
∑
(i,j)∈nbd(m,n) x˜
t
i,j
yt+1m,n = (1− µy) y˜tm,n + µy|nbd(m,n)|
∑
(i,j)∈nbd(m,n) y˜
t
j,i
Here nbd(m,n) denotes the set of cells neighboring the cell at (m,n). Typical
choices are the standard 4 and 8 cell neighborhoods, and sometimes the 6 cell
neighborhood using a hexagonal grid. The dynamics are remarkable similar
across these three choices, and we standardize on an 8-cell neighborhood.
Typical boundary conditions include absorbing, reflecting, or toroidal (wrap-
around). For M,N sufficiently large (around 90 or so) the boundary assump-
tions typically have little effect on the overall dynamics for homogeneous cases.
1.2 Comins, Hassell, and May
Comins, Hassell, and May presented the above model in their 1991 paper [5],
with supplementary research and descriptions appearing in [4] and [7].
They employed a 30×30 grid with reflective boundaries, considered two growth
rates λ = 2 and λ = 10, and explored the dynamics for varying migration rates
µx and µy.
They noted three distinct types of emergent patterns: crystal lattice, spatial
chaos, spirals, and hard-to-start spirals, and mapped out regions in the µx×µy
2
space that correspond to each type of pattern (see figure 1). The boundaries of
these regions were imprecise and subjective, and the assessment of chaos was by
visual inspection. The following diagram appears in a number of publications
[4, 6, 1, 3].
Figure 1: Comins, Hassell, and May Diagram.
1.3 Revisiting
Revisiting Comins, Hassell, and May with modern methods, we find the follow-
ing main conclusions:
• A serious limitation of the Comins, Hassell, and May research was the
grid size of 30 × 30. The patterns and emergent structures inherent in
these systems are on approximately this scale, and the dynamics are thus
confounded by boundary conditions. Specifically, the hard-to-start spirals
case disappears in larger grids as the spirals have more room to form and
stabilize.
• There is no sharp transition between spirals and chaos, but more of a
gradual change in the presence of spirals, waves, and more chaotic behav-
ior. Most of the parameter region is chaotic, with smooth variation in
the proportion of positive Lyapunov exponents and little variation in the
maximum exponent. This is explored in section 3
3
• Notable behaviors appear at the fringes of the parameter region, including
the crystal lattice corner for small µx and large µy identified by Comins,
Hassell, and May. Here we find that all Lyapunov exponents become
negative as a stable global crystal lattice takes hold. This is explored in
section 4.1
2 Lyapunov Exponents
2.1 Computing Lyapunov Exponents
The notion of chaos persists in being enigmatic. For low dimensional systems,
estimating the Lyapunov Characteristic Exponents (LCE’s) is a well established
method for determining the presence or absence of chaotic behavior. In 1994,
David Rand proposed that for high-dimensional spatial systems, chaos would be
characterized by a positive lower bound for the proportion of positive LCE’s as
the dimension of the system increases [10]. He demonstrated with a computation
of LCE’s for a one-dimensional coupled map lattice of Nicholson-Bailey cells of
length 128.
Numerical analysis of LCE’s is computationally expensive. Some earlier at-
tempts at using Lyapunov computations to explore chaos in two-dimensional
lattices reduced to time-series analysis of overall population size [11, 13].
Full analysis of the Lyapunov spectrum involves computing the product of Ja-
cobians of the entire system over a sequence of iterates. To avoid instabilities in
the product, each Jacobian needs to be orthogonalized. Methodology is speci-
fied by Hubertus von Bremen in [12], and a brief sketch of the theory is given
in the appendix I.
Grids for exploring spatial systems need to be significantly larger that emergent
structures to minimize boundary effects, and sufficiently large to reasonably
address Rand’s criteria for chaos which requires a lower bound on the proportion
of positive LCE’s as the size of the system expands. In the Nicholson-Bailey
system, the state of each cell is given by two variables, and so the full Jacobian
for an N ×M grid is a 2MN × 2MN matrix. For a 256 × 256 system this
would involve a Jacobians of size 131, 072 × 131, 072. Thousands of iterates
are needed for reasonable convergence to the Lyapunov spectrum. Orthogonal
computations on this scale are impractical.
2.2 Subgrid Sampling
For many planar systems the dynamics are spatially homogeneous. It is there-
fore possible to approximate LCE’s using subgrids. Specifically, for a large
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N ×M system, one computes the Lyapunov spectrum on a sampling of smaller
n × m (n < N , m < M) subgrids. For each subgrid, this is equivalent to
computing the Lyapunov exponents for the n×m system where the boundary
conditions are determined by the larger system.
The maximum LCE of a subgrid is necessarily smaller than that of the larger
system, but proves to be a good approximate for a sufficiently large subgrid. Av-
erage LCE and proportion of positive LCE’s are similarly well approximated. A
numerical demonstration of the efficacy of subgrid sampling is given is appendix
II.
3 Chaotic Region
To explore parameter space of spatial Nicholson-Bailey using subgrid sampling
we standardize on λ = 2 and compute the LCE’s over a 20 × 20 grid of pa-
rameter values for 0 < µx < 1 and 0 < µy < 1. For each (µx, µy) pair, we
consider a 768 × 512 lattice with wrapped boundaries, and seed each cell with
uniformly distributed perturbation (±0.05) of the fixed point (x∗, y∗) from (2).
The system is relaxed with 1, 000, 000 initial iterates. We select three disjoint
32×32 subgrids, and for the next 6, 000 iterates, the Jacobian of each subgrid is
computed (a 2048×2048 matrix), QR-factored, and the LCE’s are accumulated
following methods as described in [12] and Appendix I.
Values of the maximum LCE show a remarkable consistency over µx and µy
except for small values of µy, and the crystal lattice corner of small µx and large
µy. The proportion of positive LCE’s shows more variation, with a dramatic
drop for small µx and large µy. Average LCE shows significant drops for both
small µx, large µy and small µy, large µx (see figure 2).
While there are certainly parameter values that lead to characteristic BZ spirals
and others that seem highly chaotic with no discernible spiral patterns (see
figure 3), there is no sharp transition between these behaviors and nothing in
the pattern of LCE’s would distinguish between cases of spirals and chaos cited
by Comins, Hassell, and May.
4 Crystal Lattice Corner
Of interest is the corner of small µx and large µy, corresponding to low levels of
host/prey diffusion and high levels of parasite/predator diffusion, which gives
rise to crystalline patterns identified by Comins, Hassell, and May (figure 1).
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Figure 2: Values of maximum LCE, proportion of positive LCE’s, and average
LCE for λ = 2 and a grid of µx, µy values.
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Figure 3: Examples of large scale behavior for λ = 2 on a 256 × 256 grid; (a)
chaotic behavior for µx = 0.6, µy = 0.8, (b) BZ spirals for µx = 0.9, µy = 0.5.
Purple indicates high x values and gray indicates high y values.
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4.1 Lattices, Islands, and Waves
Investigating this corner with subgrid sampling reveals a semi-circular region
near the µy = 1 boundary (the dark region in figure 6) which has no positive
Lyapunov exponents, and in which the system settles into a stable global crystal
lattice.
A larger triangular region in the crystal lattice corner produces crystalline pat-
terns, manifest as either stable global patterns with background waves, or tran-
sient islands of crystalline patterns that are destabilized by chaotic waves. Sam-
ples are shown in figure 4.1. This region is related to a sharp decline in the
proportion of positive LCE’s; closely following the saddle ridge shown in the
contour plot in figure 6, and duplicating the region found by Comins, Hassell,
and May (figure 1).
The crystal lattice is formed by cells with high x values and low y values,
surrounded by eight neighboring cells with low x values and high y values. For
µy ≈ 1 and 0 < µx < 0.10 these elements arrange themselves in a global stable
pattern demonstrated in the top of figure 4.1. The term crystal lattice is well
chosen, as large scale patterns will exhibit grain boundaries where the crystal
pattern is mismatched.
For a semi-circular region near the µy = 1 boundary (dark area in figure 6),
randomly initialized systems settle into a steady state crystal lattice. We com-
pute that all LCE’s become negative in this region, and this is the only region
that is not chaotic.
Slightly lower values of µy will still produce a global stable crystal lattice of
cells with high x/low y values, but with chaotic waves washing through the
surrounding low x/high y cells, as shown in the middle row of figure 4.1. This
region produces positive Lyapunov exponents.
As the µy value is further lowered, the chaotic waves get more pronounced
and break up the crystalline pattern into transient islands of crystal structures,
shown in the bottom row of figure 4.1. These organized islands break apart as
waves pass through and new islands are formed in the wake.
4.2 Gingham Dynamics
A perfect crystalline pattern is shown in figure 5, which is colored according to
the host/prey population (x) and shows a clear gingham pattern. This is seen
to be tessellated by a smaller 2× 2 grid modeled with three pairs of variables.
Applying the Nicholson-Bailey dynamics to this configuration results in a six-
dimensional system.
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Figure 4: Crystalline structures for λ = 2 and µx = .08, over 3 iterations
on a 32 × 32 grid. Top row: µy = 0.99 fixed crystal lattice, no positive LCE’s.
Middle row: µy = 0.98 stable crystal lattice with a background of chaotic waves.
Bottom row: µy = 0.95, unstable disconnected pockets of crystal structure in a
sea of chaotic waves.
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Figure 5: Uniform crystalline structure and fundamental domain.
xt+1A = (1− µx)f(xtA, ytA) + 12µxf(xtB , ytB) + 12µxf(xtC , ytC)
yt+1A = (1− µy)g(xtA, ytA) + 12µyg(xtB , ytB) + 12µyg(xtC , ytC)
xt+1B = (1− µx)f(xtB , ytB) + 12µxf(xtA, ytA) + 12µxf(xtC , ytC)
yt+1B = (1− µy)g(xtB , ytB) + 12µyg(xtA, ytA) + 12µyg(xtC , ytC)
xt+1C = (1− µx)f(xtC , ytC) + 14µxf(xtA, ytA) + 14µxf(xtB , ytB) + 12µxf(xtC , ytC)
yt+1C = (1− µy)g(xtC , ytC) + 14µyg(xtA, ytA) + 14µyg(xtB , ytB) + 12µyg(xtC , ytC)
This system always has a fixed point at the the Nicholson-Bailey fixed point (2)
with xA = xB = xC = x
∗, yA = yB = yC = y∗. This fixed point bifurcates
along the green curve in figure 7 to a symmetric pair of unstable fixed points.
These fixed points show the typical crystal pattern where either the A or B
cell has high x / low y values, and the remaining cells have low x / high y
values. For example, at µx = 0.05, µy = 0.99 we find the stable fixed point at
approximately
xA = 26.17 xB = 0.69 xC = 0.37
yA = 0.64 yB = 6.32 yC = 3.42
The symmetric pair of fixed points become stable above the blue curve in figure
7, synonymous with the region for negative Lyapunov exponents in the larger
Nicholson-Bailey dynamic, providing excellent insight into the stable crystalline
behavior.
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Figure 6: Proportion of positive LCE’s for λ = 2, small µx, and large µy.
Figure 7: Bifurcations of symmetric fixed point in reduced system.
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5 Transitions and Spatial Chimeras
Lyapunov sampling relies on the assumption that (1) the system is spatially ho-
mogeneous and (2) convergence occurs on a reasonable computational timescale.
Homogeneity can be tested by comparing distributions of LCE’s across sampling
patches and convergence can be monitored – see Appendix II.
There are two situations that violate one or both of these assumptions: behavior
near bifurcations, and spatial chimeras.
5.1 Bifurcations
As parameter values approach a bifurcation curve, some post-bifurcation be-
haviors may show up in spatially limited areas and persist for long periods in
the system. When we use Lyapunov sampling, the samples in these regions
will produce a Lyapunov spectrum more characteristic of the post-bifurcation
region, where other samples will reflect the pre-bifurcation spectrum.
For example, in section 4.1 we identified a semi-circular region for small µx and
large µy with no positive Lyapunov exponents. Near the boundary of this region
Lyapunov sampling produces a wide discrepancy in the maximum Lyapunov
exponents (MLE) between subgrids. Some regions of the randomly seeded plane
quickly settle into a stationary crystal pattern and a sample subgrid in this area
will produce negative exponents. But because the system is near a bifurcation
other areas remain active for long periods of time, producing positive exponents
in the calculation. Thus there is a high discrepancy in the MLE between the
samples. Figure 8 is contour plot of the difference between the largest MLE
and smallest MLE of the sampled regions, with very high differences near the
boundary of the semi-circular region. We used a 768 × 512 grid with an array
of sample subgrids of size 16× 16, for which the LCE spectrum was computed
over 6000 iterates.
This figure also indicates a remarkably linear boundary creating a triangular
region in the northwest corner. The transition between a global stable crystal
lattice and transient crystalline islands is gradual, no clear boundary is evident
in the data. However, the boundary between transient crystalline islands and
no crystalline patterns at all seems to occur along this linear boundary. The
crystalline islands can be long-lived and will depress the computed exponents
in a sample that is dominated by an island, thus leading to the discrepancy
in MLE’s shown in figure 8. The right-hand graph in figure 8 shows the MLE
contours in relation to the bifurcation curves discussed in section 4.2.
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Figure 8: Contour of difference in MLE’s for λ = 2, small µx, and large µy.
5.2 Toroidal Chimeras
Near the µx = 1, µy = 0 corner, and extending along the µy = 0 boundary, we
find coexisting regions of chaos and organized waves.
For example, µx = 0.95 and µy = 0.05 produces a chimeric structure of highly
organized areas of waves cut through by a swath of more chaotic dynamics,
as shown in figure 9. The chaotic swath favors the shorter distance around the
torus, and slowly rotates around the longer direction over a timescale of millions
of iterates.
Figure 9 shows the dynamics on a 768× 512 grid after 20 million iterates from
a random initialization. The grid is tessellated with a 48 × 32 array of sample
subgrids of size 16×16, for which the LCE spectrum was computed over 6000 it-
erates. The distribution of maximum exponents from the samples demonstrates
clear bimodality, shown in figure 10, due to some samples being in the chaotic
region and others in the organized region.
6 Conclusions and Thoughts
Lyapunov sampling is effective in approximating the Lyapunov spectrum in
spatially homogeneous systems. Sampling can also be used to indicate the
presence of emergent structures and delineate bifurcations.
13
Figure 9: Emergent chimera λ = 2 on a 768× 512 grid, µx = 0.95, µy = 0.05.
Figure 10: Distribution of maximal Lyapunov exponents from toroidal chimera.
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The region where crystalline islands emerge seems to have a remarkably linear
boundary, suggesting some underlying phenomena that allows the persistence
of these structures that would be worthwhile to try and understand.
The computing platform for this work is unremarkable; using an NVIDIA GTX
1080 GPU on a host system with an Intel i7-6700K CPU @ 4.00GHz. Software
tools consisted of Nvidia’s Cuda C compiler and EM Photonics numerics package
CULA Tools.
Appendix I: Computing Lyapunov Exponents
Understanding the theory of Lyapunov exponents requires consideration of hy-
perbolicity for generic points of an invariant measure, and a full treatment can
be found in [2]. Without getting too deep into the abstract details, the basic
ideas behind the numerical computation of Lyapunov exponents are as follows.
Lyapunov exponents characterize the exponential rates at which trajectories be-
come separated in an attractor. For a typical x in the basin of the attractor, the
Maximal Lyapunov Exponent (MLE) is the long-run exponential rate at which
trajectories of generic points near x in the same basin will become separated
from the trajectory of x. For a transformation T : RN → RN the Jacobian of
Tn evaluated at a point x is given as J (Tn)|x. The MLE is given by
λ = max
‖v‖=1
(
lim sup
n→∞
1
n log ‖J (Tn)|x v‖
)
where v ∈ RN . The Jacobian expands by the product rule to a co-cycle:
J (Tn)|x = J (T )|Tn−1(x) J (T )|Tn−2(x) · · · J (T )|x.
Taking Jk = J (T )|Tk−1(x) and defining χ(v) = lim supn→∞ 1n log ‖
∏n
k=1 Jk v‖,
the MLE is then
λ = max
‖v‖=1
χ(v).
Numerical computation of long products of matrices is notoriously unstable, and
we use QR-factorization (decomposing a matrix into a product of an orthogonal
matrix, Q, and upper triangular matrix, R) to preserve structure.
For
∏
Jk, let B1 = J1, and recursively define QiRi as the QR-factorization of
Bi with Bi+1 = Ji+1Qi:
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. . . J3J2J1
J1 → Q1R1
. . . J3J2Q1R1
J2Q1 → B2
. . . J3B2R1
B2 → Q2R2
. . . J3Q2R2R1
J3Q2 → B3
...
...
At the nth stage we have Jn · · · J1 = QnRn · · ·R1 with Qn unitary and Sn =
Rn · · ·R1 upper triangular. For the MLE, it is readily shown that
λ = max
‖v‖=1
χ(v) = max
i
(
lim sup
n→∞
1
n log ‖Sn[i, i]‖
)
using basis decomposition and the properties of χ(·). Recursively removing the
maximizing direction and repeating produces the full Lyapunov spectrum.
In fact, for well-behaved uniformly hyperbolic systems the exponential rate of
growth of the individual diagonal elements of Sn converge to the Lyapunov
exponents. That is, the spectrum of characteristic Lyapunov exponents is given
by
lim
n→∞
1
n log ‖Sn[i, i]‖
for i = 1, . . . , N . This convergence is usually assumed when computing Lya-
punov exponents, and the assumption can be supported by examining the nu-
merical convergence.
Appendix II: Subgrid Sampling
To demonstrate the viability of subgrid sampling for estimating Lyapunov expo-
nents in the Nicholson-Bailey mode, we take take λ = 2, µx = 0.6 and µy = 0.8
and compute the complete LCE spectrum for a 96 × 64 system as well as the
spectra for three 32× 32 subgrids.
Convergence is shown in figure 11; the values for the maximum LCE and the
proportion of positive LCE’s converge fairly quickly and are reasonable approx-
imations to the LCE’s of the larger system. Of particular note is that the
distribution of LCE’s after 3000 iterates is remarkably similar for the subgrids
and the larger grid (see figure 12). These results are consistent with tests using
larger systems (up to 96 × 128) and smaller subgrids (16 × 16). The subgrid
sampling technique provides highly persuasive evidence for Rand’s criteria for
chaos in high dimensional homogeneous systems.
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Figure 11: Convergence of maximum LCE, proportion of positive LCE’s, and
average LCE for a larger grid (red) and three subgrids (purples).
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Figure 12: Distribution of LCE’s for larger grid (top) and three subgrids, with
quantile plots.
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